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This study aims to analyze the coffee value chain in Uganda and identify opportunities
and constraints for enhancing youth employment. Coffee is one of the key agricultural
commodities in the Government of Uganda’s pursuance of sustainable growth and job
creation, especially for the rapidly expanding youth population. The study outlines a
significant number of job opportunities for young people along this value chain, not only
in production but increasingly in processing, trade and marketing, as well as service
provision. It also suggests strategic upgrading options and outlines concrete policy
actions to maximize youth participation in and benefits from the coffee sub-sector.
Now in its latest revised edition, Kenneth Davids's comprehensive and entertaining
Coffee: A Guide to Buying, Brewing and Enjoying, remains an invaluable resource for
anyone who truly enjoys a good cup of coffee. It features updated information and
definitions, a history of coffee culture, tips on storing and brewing, and other essential
advice designed to improve the coffee experience. Coffee lovers everywhere will
welcome this lively, complete guide to the fascinating world of America's national
beverage.
African regional trade integration has grown exponentially in the last decade. This book
is the first comprehensive analysis of the legal framework within which it is being
pursued. It will fill a huge knowledge gap and serve as an invaluable teaching and
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research tool for policy makers in the public and private sectors, teachers, researchers
and students of African trade and beyond. The author argues that African Regional
Trade Agreements (RTAs) are best understood as flexible legal regimes particularly
given their commitment to variable geometry and multiple memberships. He analyzes
the progress made toward trade liberalization in each region, how the RTAs are
financed, their trade remedy and judicial regimes, and how well they measure up to
Article XXIV of GATT. The book also covers monetary unions as well as intra-African
regional integration, and examines free trade agreements with non-African regions
including the Economic Partnership Agreements with the European Union.
Explores how governments can help firms in developing countries better seize the
opportunities created by globalisation and contribute to improving employment
opportunities and poverty reduction.
You can find a Starbucks coffeehouse almost anywhere, from Paris, France to
Paducah, Kentucky, from the crowded streets of Thailand to shopping malls in Qatar.
With nearly 200 of them in New York City alone, this coffee retail giant with humble
beginnings has become an actor and icon in the global economy. As we sip our
cappuccinos, frappuccinos, and our double half-caf venti low-fat mochaccinos, many of
us wonder if Starbucks is a haven of civilization or a cultural predator, a good or bad
employer, a fair trader or a global menace. In this entertaining and provocative ramble
through Starbucks's ethos and actions, Kim Fellner asks how a coffeehouse chain with
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a liberal reputation came to symbolize, for some, the ills of globalization. Armed with an
open mind and a sense of humor, Fellner takes readers on an expedition into the
muscle and soul of the coffee company. She finds a corporation filled with
contradictions: between employee-friendly processes and anti-union practices; between
an internationalist vision and a longing for global dominance; between community
individuality and cultural hegemony. On a daily basis Starbucks walks a fine line. It
must be profitable enough to please Wall Street and principled enough to please social
justice advocates. Although observers might argue that the company has done well at
achieving a balance, Starbucks's leaders run the risk of satisfying neither constituency
and must constantly justify themselves to both. Through the voices of Central American
coffee farmers, officers at corporate headquarters, independent café owners, unionists,
baristas, traders, global justice activists, and consumers, Fellner explores the forces
that affect Starbucks's worth and worthiness. Along the way, she subjects her own
unabashedly progressive perspective to scrutiny and emerges with a compelling and
unexpected look at Starbucks, the global economy, our economic convictions, and the
values behind our morning cup of joe.
African Regional Trade Agreements as Legal RegimesCambridge University Press
Cocoa and coffee beans are some of the most traded agricultural commodities on
international markets. Combined, they provide raw materials for a global industry
valued in excess of $250 billion. Despite this, few people know that microorganisms
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and microbial fermentation play key roles in their production and can have major
impacts on product quality, safety, and value. Cocoa and Coffee Fermentations
explores the scientific principles behind cocoa and coffee fermentation. The book
covers botanical and production backgrounds, methods of bean fermentation and
drying, microbial ecology and activities of fermentation, the biochemistry of
fermentation, product quality and safety, and waste utilization. The book aims to
optimize cocoa and coffee processing based on scientific evidence to enhance
traditional processing methods that often give rise to inefficiencies and inconsistencies
in product quality. It also aims to provide a better understanding of the complex
microbial ecology in cocoa and coffee fermentations which involve interactions between
species of yeasts, bacteria, and filamentous fungi. Cocoa and Coffee Fermentations
hopes to inspire further research linking the microbiology and biochemistry of cocoa
and coffee bean fermentations with the development of better controlled fermentations,
implementation of quality assurance programs, and ultimately improvement of the
sensory attributes of the final product.
Since it was founded in 2003, Good African Coffee has helped thousands of farmers
earn a decent living, send their children to school and escape a spiral of debt and
dependence. Africa has received over $1 trillion in aid over the last fifty years and yet
despite these huge inflows, the continent remains mired in poverty, disease and
systemic corruption. In A Good African Story, as Andrew Rugasira recounts the very
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personal story of his company and the challenges that he has faced – and overcome –
as an African entrepreneur, he provides a tantalising glimpse of what Africa could be,
and argues that trade has achieved what years of aid have failed to deliver. This is a
book about Africa taking its destiny in its own hands, and dictating the terms of its
future.

If you want to get the most out of East Africa, here is the most comprehensive
guide with the most up-to-date information. The East Africa Handbook is packed
with maps and facts and vibrant detail. It is written by people who know the
region inside out and who will inspire you to enjoy it as much as they do.
This book includes the first five, thematic, chapters from the Cambridge History of
Africa, Volume 7. They deal with Africa south of the Sahara, during a period in
which economic and cultural changes greatly enlarged the horizons of Africans,
even though colonial rule seemed set to last for a very long time. The
contributors break much new ground in exploring a variety of topics which
transcend colonial frontiers: the impact of Africa on the thought of the colonial
powers; impulses to economic growth, and new frameworks directing the
movement of people, goods and money; the rapid expansion of world religions
and their interaction with indigenous beliefs and colonial regimes; the circulation
of ideas among Africans, and the growth of new social identities, as reflected in
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the press, literature, art and music. Each chapter is accompanied by a
bibliography updated for this edition.
This study looks at the international coffee trade, examining how it has been
impacted by worldwide supply, conflicts between consumers and producers,
international regimes that employ quotas and the linkage between international
security regimes led by hegemonic regional and international powers.
The Rough Guide Snapshot to the Eastern Cape is the ultimate travel guide to
this region of South Africa. It leads you through the region with reliable
information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights and attractions, from
Port Elizabeth to Addo Elephant National Park and the Karoo to . Detailed maps
and up-to-date listings pinpoint the best cafés, restaurants, hotels, shops, bars
and nightlife, ensuring you make the most of your trip, whether passing through,
staying for the weekend or longer. Also included is the Basics section from the
Rough Guide to South Africa, with all the practical information you need for
travelling in and around the Eastern Cape, including transport, food, drink, costs,
health, national parks and safety. Also published as part of the Rough Guide to
South Africa, Lesotho & Swaziland. Full coverage: Port Elizabeth; Addo Elephant
National Park; Jeffrey's Bay; Port Alfred; Grahamstown; the Eastern Cape Karoo;
Cradock; Graaff-Reinet; East London; The Amatola Mountains; Hogsback;
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Rhodes; the Wild Coast; Mthatha; Port St Johns.
This volume analyzes the political economy of the successes and failures of the
agricultural reform programs in Sub Saharan Africa. It shows that in almost all cases
reforms lead to a supply response but their sustainability in face of shocks depend on
the consensus about the reform and the subsequent rent distribution.
Specialists in various aspects of African history and civilization contribute to an
integrated portrait of internal and foreign influences on the course of Africa's
development
After experiencing a boom during the mid-1990s, the performance of Uganda's coffee
industry has been disappointing. Most existing analyses see the sector's problems as
quality deterioration, poor marketing position in the global market, weak regulatory
framework, and poor infrastructure. Recommendations range from setting up a coffee
auction to increasing the share of specialty coffees. This paper concludes that such
advice has been largely inconsistent with the stylized facts of the Ugandan coffee
industry. It argues that the coffee wilt disease and the effectiveness of the coffee
replanting program are the two key issues on which policymakers and the donor
community should focus their activities and allocate their resources.
Standards and regulations are an integral, if easily overlooked, part of our daily life.
They determine whether a plug fits into a socket, whether food is safe for human
consumption or whether a bank is allowed to take deposits. They are also an
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indispensable part of international trade. Using new evidence from ITC databases, this
report reveals how standards and regulations are holding SME competitiveness back,
but crucially, what SMEs and other stakeholders can do to make standards and
regulations work for, and not against, SMEs. In this report, advice targeted at SME
managers is presented, as well as how Trade and Investment Support Institutions and
policymakers can influence the business environment to boost competitiveness, and
integration into global markets.
This volume presents policy- oriented papers, development projections, and proposals of how
to overcome African countries' dependence on few primary commodities. To escape the
primary commodity trap and to diversify into new products and markets is a major challenge for
African countries. It has become much more difficult for African countries to diversify into new
products and processes and to enter new niche markets successfully. The book discusses the
state of primary commodity dependence of African countries by analytical surveys based on
examples of countries, sectors and products. Options for diversification are analyzed, and
supply and demand side constraints for successful diversification efforts are elaborated.
Successful cases of diversification are presented, possibilities to improve the position are
outlined, and options for primary commodity producers to use their resources are discussed for
the countries of the Southern African Development Community (SADC). Karl Wohlmuth is
professor at the University of Bremen (Germany). Philippe Burger is a research fellow at the
Department of Economics, University of the Free State (South Africa). Achim Gutowski
teaches at the University of Bremen and Hochschule Bremen (Germany). Mohammed N.
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Hussain is acting manager at the research division of the African Development Bank, Abidjan
(Cote d'Ivoire). Tobias Knedlik is a research associate at the Halle Institut for Economic
Research (Germany). Mareike Meyn is a research fellow at the Institute for World Economics
and International Management, University of Bremen (Germany).
Value chain based approaches offer tremendous scope for market-based improvements in
production, productivity, rural economy diversification, and household incomes, but are often
covered by literature that is too conceptual or heavily focused on analysis. This has created a
gap in the information available to planners, practitioners, and value chain participants.
Furthermore, few references are available on how these approaches can be applied
specifically to developing agriculture in Africa. 'Building Competitiveness in Africa s Agriculture:
A Guide to Value Chain Concepts and Applications' describes practical implementation
approaches and illustrates them with scores of real African agribusiness case studies. Using
these examples, the 'Guide' presents a range of concepts, analytical tools, and methodologies
centered on the value chain that can be used to design, implement, and evaluate agricultural
and agribusiness development initiatives. It stresses principles of market focus, collaboration,
information sharing, and innovation. The 'Guide' begins by examining core concepts and
issues related to value chains. A brief literature review then focuses on five topics of particular
relevance to African agricultural value chains. These topics address challenges faced by value
chain participants and practitioners that resonate through the many cases described in the
book. The core of the book presents methodological tools and approaches that blend important
value chain concepts with the topics and with sound business principles. The tools and case
studies have been selected for their usefulness in supporting market-driven, private-sector
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initiatives to improve value chains. The 'Guide' offers 13 implementation approaches,
presented within the implementation cycle of a value chain program, followed by descriptions
of actual cases. Roughly 60 percent of the examples are from Africa, while the rest come from
Europe, Latin America, and Asia. The 'Guide' offers useful guidance to businesspeople, policy
makers, representatives of farmer or trade organizations, and others who are engaged in agroenterprise and agribusiness development. These readers will learn how to use value chain
approaches in ways that can contribute to sound operational decisions, improved market
linkage, and better results for enterprise and industry development.
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